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The Revolution of 1905 2004 this is a concise history of the revolution of 1905
a critical juncture in the history of russia when several possible paths were
opened up for the country by the end of that year virtually every social group
had become active in the opposition to the autocracy which was on the verge of
collapse only the promise of reform in particular the formation of a parliament
duma that would participate in governing the country enabled to old order to
survive for some eighteen months the opposition and the tsarist regime
continued to struggle for supremacy and only in june 1907 did the government
reassert its authority it drastically changed the relatively liberal electoral
law depriving many citizens of the vote although the revolution was now over
some institutional changes remained intact most notably russia retained an
elected legislature and political parties speaking for various social and
economic interests as a result the autocratic system of rule was undermined and
the fate of the political and social order remained uncertain
Russia 2017 distinguished professor emeritus abraham ascher offers a skilful
blend of engaging narrative and fresh analysis in this concise introduction to
russian history it covers the growing political tensions between russia and its
neighbours and the mounting divergence between russian and us foreign policies
P. A. Stolypin 2002-02-01 this is the first comprehensive biography in any
language of russia s leading statesman in the period following the revolution
of 1905 prime minister and minister of internal affairs from 1906 to 1911 when
he was assassinated in post 1905 russia p a stolypin was virtually the only man
who seemed to have a clear notion of how to reform the socioeconomic and
political system of the empire
Stalin 2016-11-03 joseph stalin began life as a frail child with an abusive
father and an inferiority complex this triggered an early desire for greatness
and respect that would eventually turn the young bolshevik idealist into one of
the most ruthless dictators in modern history like his contemporary adolf
hitler stalin was responsible for millions of deaths and inflicted barbaric
cruelty on the soviet people but while hitler is readily portrayed as a monster
stalin has not been subjected to quite the same level of vitriol in stalin a
beginner s guide renowned historian abraham ascher analyses new and old sources
separating truths from falsehoods to present an unvarnished portrait of the
soviet leader
The Russian Revolution 2014-03-06 1917 the year a series of rebellions toppled
three centuries of autocratic rule and placed a group of political radicals in
charge of a world power here suddenly was the first modern socialist state a
kingdom more bright that any heaven had to offer but the dream was short lived
bringing in its wake seventy years of conflict and instability that nearly
ended in nuclear war how could such a revolution take place and what caused it
to go so very wrong presenting a uniquely long view of events abraham ascher
takes readers from the seeds of revolution in the 1880s right through to stalin
s state terror and the power of the communist legacy in russia today original
and shrewd ascher s analysis offers an unparalled introduction to this
watershed period in world history
Was Hitler a Riddle? 2012-11-21 a study of what western leaders knew about
adolf hitler and nazi ideology policies before the outbreak of world war ii was
hitler a riddle is the first comparative study of how british french and
american diplomats serving in germany assessed hitler and the nazi movement
these assessments provided the governments in london paris and washington with
ample information about the ruthlessness of the authorities in germany and of
their determination to conquer vast stretches of europe had the british french
and american leaders acted on this information and taken measures to rein in
hitler the history of the twentieth century would have been far less bloody the
second world war might well have been avoided the soviet union would not have
expanded into central and eastern europe and the world would have been spared
the cold war praise for was hitler a riddle a pioneering work of great
importance walter laquer ascher is succinct insightful and convincing evan
bukey university of arkansas a vast majority probably assume that the leaders
of great britain france and the united states simply did not know what was
happening in the early years of the third reich much less understand it abraham
ascher s concise book was hitler a riddle definitively dispels this explanation
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in what can only be described as a model of how properly to write scholarly
history aimed at a broader audience ascher establishes that western leaders
knew a great deal about adolf hitler the nazi party s ideology and the policies
of the new regime long before the german invasion of poland russel lemmons
Summary of Abraham Ascher's Russia 2022-06-11T22:59:00Z please note this is a
companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the debate
between russia s westerners and slavophiles has been going on for over a
century and a half the westerners believed that russia was part of western
european civilization while the slavophiles believed that russia had unique
cultural traditions that should not be changed 2 the history of russia is
extremely complex and it is difficult to come up with a consensus on many of
the country s past events the country was isolated from western europe during
the mongol invasions of the thirteenth century and it remained largely
unaffected by the protestant reformation the scientific revolution and the
enlightenment in the sixteenth century 3 russia differed from most european
countries in several respects the industrial revolution did not take place in
russia until late in the nineteenth century and serfdom was established in 1649
when a new code of law reaffirmed the subservient condition of peasants 4 by
the early twentieth century russia appeared to many within the elite to be a
clumsy giant the country was blessed with abundant natural resources but they
were unevenly distributed throughout the land
The Revolution of 1905 1988 the first of two volumes this is the most
comprehensive account of the revolution of 1905 a decisive turning point in
modern russian history to appear in any western language in a generation
Studying Russian and Soviet History 1987 these essays were written to assist
teachers in the task of making russian history intelligible to young u s
students in an approach to russian history edward keenan proposes that students
need to gain a better understanding of how russians perceive themselves and
their history in pre petrine russia andrzej s kaminski focuses on the origins
of the state problems of the steppe autocracy structure of society church and
the multinational character of the state marc raeff describes developments
during the 18th century in russia from 1689 to 1825 55 richard wortman
discusses how the political social and cultural settings defined the way in
which ideas were understood and used in russian intellectual history to 1917 an
introduction abraham ascher delineates the fundamental economic political and
social changes that took place in revolutionary russia 1861 1921 robert c
tucker s aim is to put the soviet union s history into a russian perspective in
the essay soviet russia under lenin and stalin 1921 1953 vojtech mastny
discusses the soviet union since 1953 the scholars also include bibliographic
essays to help teachers locate materials that are usable in teaching russian
history an eight page index is provided sm
A Community under Siege 2007 this is a study of how the jewish community of
breslau the third largest and one of the most affluent in germany coped with
nazi persecution ascher has included the experiences of his immediate family
although the book is based mainly on archival sources numerous personal
reminiscences as well as publications by the jewish community in the 1930s it
is the first comprehensive study of a local jewish community in germany under
nazi rule until the very end the breslau jews maintained a stance of defiance
and sought to persevere as a cohesive group with its own institutions they
categorically denied the nazi claim that they were not genuine germans but at
the same time they also refused to abandon their jewish heritage they created a
new school for the children evicted from public schools established a variety
of new cultural institutions placed new emphasis on religious observance
maintained the jewish hospital against all odds and perhaps most remarkably
increased the range of welfare services which were desperately needed as more
and more of their number lost their livelihood in short the jews of breslau
refused to abandon either their institutions or the values that they had
nurtured for decades in the end it was of no avail as the nazis used their
overwhelming power to liquidate the community by force
Authority Restored 1988 the second of two volumes this is a comprehensive
account of the revolution of 1905 a decisive turning point in modern russian
history and its aftermath the book focuses on the years 1906 and 1907 and in
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particular on the struggle over the duma the elected legislature that was the
principal fruit of the events of 1905
The Revolution of 1905 1988 this second and final volume of the author s
definitive study of the revolution of 1905 and its aftermath focuses on the
years 1906 and 1907 and in particular on the struggle over the duma the elected
legislature that was the principal fruit of the events of 1905 the first volume
the revolution of 1905 russia in disarray was published in 1988 though it has
been conventional to see the revolution as ending with the suppression of the
moscow uprising in december 1905 the author argues that russians at the time
certainly did not see it that way sporadic unrest and lawlessness continued
into 1907 and many expected that new disorders comparable to those of 1905
would break out everything hinged on the duma which the tsar had promised to
convene in his october manifesto would the tsar honor his commitment what would
the duma s composition be what might it accomplish and what transformations
might it achieve in the russian system of government russians of every station
and political orientation had their own ideas about the duma the kadets
constitutional democrats planned to use it to continue the struggle against
autocracy through constitutional means the peasants hoped it would give them
land revolutionaries feared it would undercut their appeal among urban workers
and organized a campaign to boycott the elections to it and the tsar and his
supporters had deep misgivings about it and tried in every way to sabotage it
the author convincingly argues that the final skirmishes of the revolution took
place not on the barricades but in the halls of the tauride palace where the
duma met argued was dissolved and then met again the struggles were now often
procedural for example whether the duma had the right to discuss legislative
proposals before the government had devoted a full month to examining them but
the issues were fundamental if russia was to experience a lasting
transformation the eventual failure of the duma experiment of 1906 and 1907 had
many causes as the author shows radicals on the left eventually turned against
it with the same ferocity as those on the extreme right who had wanted it
abolished all along the tragedy of 1906 7 lay in the failure of the moderate
parties of the center to forge a working relationship with the tsar and his
ministers the causes of this failure are thoroughly and convincingly set out by
the author in the final chapters of this monumental work on an important
turning point in modern russian history
The Revolution of 1905: Authority restored 2021-07-18 共産主義の歴史は 富 経済企業 財産の共有のコア理
論的価値を共有する多種多様なイデオロギーと政治運動を網羅しています 現代の共産主義のほとんどは 少なくとも名目上は 19世紀にカール マルクスによって考案され
た理論と方法であるマルクス主義に基づいています 1985年までに 世界の人口の3分の1は 何らかの形でマルクス レーニン主義の政府システムの下で生活していまし
た しかし 共産主義とマルクス主義のイデオロギーの間では マルクス主義システムの基本的な構成要素の多くがそのような国によって変更および改訂されたため これらの
国のほとんどが意味のあるマルクス主義と見なされるかどうかについて大きな議論がありました これらの政府が共産主義社会の理想を実現できなかったこと および権威主義
を強めるという一般的な傾向は 20世紀後半の共産主義の衰退と関連しています
共産主義とマルクス・レーニン主義の歴史：その始まりから衰退まで 2017-10 writing russia offers the first
systematic analysis of anglophone national histories of russia by
deconstructing preeminent historical works on the history of russia this book
provides insight into the hidden ideological underpinnings of the texts and
their representations of russia in the west it demonstrates that historians
employ a range of literary techniques to smooth over contradictions in their
narratives of russia generating a seemingly cohesive depiction of russia as a
liminal other nation this is a process that this book theorises as discordus
representing an original conceptual framework for examining national history
texts it identifies patterns in the language and emplotment of anglophone
russian histories across several defining historical epochs from the mongol
conquests to the putin presidency revealing the extent to which historians
wield the narrative power to make or break nations postmodern in approach the
work pushes the boundaries of historiography and calls into question the nature
of history
Writing Russia 2009-10-22 腐りきった帝政を打破し ここに人類の理想郷を築かねばならない 歴史の奔流に命を賭して抗った人々が織りなす革
命の実像を sf界の鬼才が鮮烈に描く
National Endowment for the Humanities ... Annual Report 1997-05-31 a thought
provoking revelation of the ways ordinary people conquerors and conquered
imperialists and the colonized christians jews and muslims think about war and
peace filled with personal reflections from every corner of the globe state
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violence and the right to peace an international survey of the views of
ordinary people is a masterful portrayal of how people from diverse cultures
religions and experiences think about war and peace spanning four volumes state
violence and the right to peace brings together the views of shopkeepers day
laborers clerical workers students teachers social workers veterans and others
talking about governmental aggression torture and protesting acts of war these
views from europe north america south america the middle east africa and asia
are seen in the context of major historical battles including the empire
building of western european countries the emergence and contraction of the
soviet union and the wars in the middle east as this remarkable resource shows
there are some surprising similarities in thinking about war and peace across
nations and cultures and some equally surprising cases where opinions diverge
オクトーバー 2012-11-01 this text provides a source of citations to north american
scholarships relating specifically to the area of eastern europe and the former
soviet union it indexes fields of scholarship such as the humanities arts
technology and life sciences and all kinds of scholarship such as phds
State Violence and the Right to Peace 2013-10-01 these are selected dispatches
by the journalist harold williams published in the manchester guardian from
late 1904 to the convening of the first duma in april 1906 williams provides a
lengthy and vivid description of the events of this revolution his analysis in
many ways anticipates the interpretation of recent historians of this event
The American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies for 1994 1967 the
only comprehensive history of this popular travel destination beginning with
morocco s incorporation into the roman empire this book charts the country s
uneasy passage to the 21st century and reflects on the nation of citizens that
is emerging from a diverse population of arabs berbers and africans this
history of morocco provides a glimpse of an imperial world from which only the
architectural treasures remain and a profound insight into the economic
political and cultural influences that will shape this country s future
SHADOW OF DEMOCRACY. Dispatches from Russia:1905 Revolution, by Harold
Williams. 2017-07-05 in the turbulent atmosphere of early twentieth century
tsarist russia avant garde artists took advantage of a newly pluralistic
culture in order to challenge orthodoxies of form as well as social
prohibitions very few did this as effectively or to as broad an audience as
mikhail larionov this groundbreaking study examines the complete range of his
work painting book illustration performance and curatorial work and
demonstrates that larionov was taking part in a broader cultural conversation
that arose out of fundamental challenges to autocratic rule sarah warren brings
the culture of late imperial russia out of obscurity highlighting larionov s
specific interventions into conversations about nationality and empire
democracy and autocracy and people and intelligentsia that colonized all areas
of cultural production rather than analyzing larionov s works within the same
interpretive frameworks as those of his contemporaries in france or germany
such as matisse or kirchner warren explores the russian s negotiations with
both nationalism and modernism further this study shows that larionov s group
exhibitions public debates and face painting performances were more than a
derivative repetition of the techniques of the italian futurists rather these
activities were the culmination of his attempt to create a radical primitivism
one that exploited the widespread russian desire for an authentic collective
identity while resisting imperial efforts to appropriate this revivalism to its
own ends
Morocco 2008-12-18 at the beginning of the twentieth century yiddish was widely
viewed even by many of its speakers as a corrupt form of german that jews had
to abandon if they hoped to engage in serious intellectual cultural or
political work yet by 1917 it was the dominant language of the russian jewish
press a medium for modern literary criticism a vehicle for science and learning
and the foundation of an ideology of jewish liberation the revolutionary roots
of modern yiddish 1903 1917 investigates how this change in status occurred and
focuses on the three major figures responsible for its transformation barry
trachtenberg reveals how following the model set by other nationalist movements
that were developing in the russian empire one time revolutionaries such as the
literary critic shmuel niger the marxist zionist leader ber borokhov and the
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linguist nokhem shtif committed themselves to the creation of a new branch of
jewish scholarship dedicated to their native language the new yiddish science
was concerned with the tasks of standardizing yiddish grammar orthography and
word corpus establishing a yiddish literary tradition exploring jewish folk
traditions and creating an institutional structure to support their language s
development in doing so the author argues they hoped to reimagine russian jewry
as a modern nation with a mature language and culture and one that deserved the
same collective rights and autonomy that were being demanded by other groups in
the empire
Problems of Communism 2011-12-22 why has the european left become so
antagonistic towards israel to answer this question colin shindler looks at the
struggle between marxism leninism and zionism from the october revolution to
today is such antagonism in opposition to the policies of successive israeli
governments or is it due to a resurgence of anti semitism the answer is far
more complex shindler argues that the new generation of the european left was
more influenced by the decolonization movement than by wartime experiences
which led it to favor the palestinian cause in the post 1967 period thus the
israeli drive to settle the west bank after the six day war enhanced an already
existing attitude but did not cause it written by a respected scholar this
accessible and balanced work provides a novel account and analytical approach
to this important subject israel and the european left will interest students
in international politics middle eastern studies as well as anyone who seeks to
understand issues related to today s left and the arab israeli conflict
Mikhail Larionov and the Cultural Politics of Late Imperial Russia 2020-02-27
this bibliography first published in 1957 provides citations to north american
academic literature on europe central europe the balkans the baltic states and
the former soviet union organised by discipline it covers the arts humanities
social sciences life sciences and technology
The Revolutionary Roots of Modern Yiddish, 1903-1917 2013-04-03 2005 marks the
centenary of russia s first revolution an unplanned spontaneous rejection of
tsarist rule that was a response to the bloody sunday massacre of 9th january
1905 a wave of strikes urban uprisings peasant revolts national revolutions and
mutinies swept across the russian empire and it proved a crucial turning point
in the demise of the autocracy and the rise of a revolutionary socialism that
would shape russia europe and the international system for the rest of the
twentieth century the centenary of the revolution has prompted scholars to
review and reassess our understanding of what happened in 1905 recent
opportunities to access archives throughout the former soviet union are
yielding new provincial perspectives as well as fresh insights into the roles
of national and religious minorities and the parts played by individuals social
groups political parties and institutions this text brings together some of the
best of this new research and reassessment and includes thirteen chapters
written by leading historians from around the world together with an
introduction from abraham ascher
Israel and the European Left 2005 this book presents new perspectives and fresh
insight into the roles of national and religious minorities and the parts
played by individuals social groups political parties and institutions in the
1905 russian revolution
The American Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies 2005 論争の渦にある革命の 混
沌と多面性を描く
The Russian Revolution of 1905 2011-12-01 explores the life and thought of
rabbi max lilienthal who created a new model for the american rabbinate
The Russian Revolution of 1905 2014-02-18 from former npr moscow correspondent
gregory feifer comes an incisive portrait that draws on vivid personal stories
to portray the forces that have shaped the russian character for centuries and
continue to do so today russians explores the seeming paradoxes of life in
russia by unraveling the nature of its people what is it in their history their
desires and their conception of themselves that makes them baffling to the west
using the insights of his decade as a journalist in russia feifer corrects
pervasive misconceptions by showing that much of what appears inexplicable
about the country is logical when seen from the inside he gets to the heart of
why the world s leading energy producer continues to exasperate many in the
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international community and he makes clear why president vladimir putin remains
popular even as the gap widens between the super rich and the great majority of
poor traversing the world s largest country from the violent north caucasus to
arctic siberia feifer conducted hundreds of intimate conversations about
everything from sex and vodka to russia s complex relationship with the world
from fabulously wealthy oligarchs to the destitute elderly babushki who beg in
moscow s streets he tells the story of a society bursting with vitality under a
leadership rooted in tradition and often on the edge of collapse despite its
authoritarian power feifer also draws on formative experiences in russia s past
and illustrative workings of its culture to shed much needed light on the
purposely hidden functioning of its society before during and after communism
woven throughout is an intimate first person account of his family history from
his russian mother s coming of age among moscow s bohemian artistic elite to
his american father s harrowing vodka fueled run ins with the kgb what emerges
is a rare portrait of a unique land of extremes whose forbidding geography
merciless climate and crushing corruption has nevertheless produced some of the
world s greatest art and some of its most remarkable scientific advances
russians is an expertly observed gripping profile of a people who will continue
challenging the west for the foreseeable future
ロシア革命1900-1927 2017-07-14 mark edward ruff re examines the bitter controversies
in the federal republic of germany over the catholic church s relationship to
the nazis
Max Lilienthal 2008-05-26 this collection of essays offers a fresh perspective
on the definition and origins of terrorism broadening the field to include
slave revolts and urban tensions and considering how the war on terrorism had
already matured by 1870 as a way to justify often bloody campaigns against
labor unions nationalist freedom fighters and reformers
Russians 2021-03-25 the first truly global history of revolutions and
revolutionary waves in the modern age from atlantic revolutions to arab spring
The Battle for the Catholic Past in Germany, 1945-1980 2022-06-20 this book
tells the story of three young men two french one russian all born the same
year when european culture was moving from romanticism to something else in
painting music and literature influenced by the environment from which they
came all three grew to take a leading role in moving the arts in a bold new
direction it was the age when impressionism reinvented what painting could be
when naturalism changed how fiction is written and when russia moved from the
edges of european society to the vital role it has played ever since leading
guiding determining this new course were monet tchaikovsky and zola parallel
biographies of these three artistic geniuses follow them from the magic year of
their birth to the point when they established themselves as bold original
creators in the early 1870s the book explores how they chose to follow careers
in creative art how each of them came to play such a central role in their
respective domains and how those arts interacted and influenced each other as
they move through the cultural world of 19th century europe a panorama appears
of the rich intellectual environment of france and russia in that period as
well as the unique experiences and talents that led all three to their towering
position in modern culture often considered separately art music and literature
come together in this study to offer a multifaceted view of a key era in the
development of modernism in all the arts
Enemies of Humanity 2023-11-30 how has the distinctive armenian american
community expressed its identity as an ethnic minority while assimilating to
life in the united states this book examines the role of community leaders and
influencers including clergy youth organizers and partisan newspaper editors in
fostering not only a sense of armenian identity but specific ethnic partisan
leanings within the group s population against the backdrop of key geopolitical
events from the aftermath of the armenian genocide to the creation of an
independent and then soviet armenia it explores the rivalry between two major
armenian political parties the tashnags and the ramgavars and the relationship
that existed between partisan leaders and their broader constituency rather
than treating the partisan conflict as simply an impediment to armenian unity
benjamin alexander examines the functional if accidental role that it played in
keeping certain community institutions alive he further analyses the two camps
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as representing two conflicting visions of how to be an ethnic group drawing a
comparison between the sociology of religion models of comfort religion and
challenge religion a detailed political and social history this book integrates
the armenian experience into the broader and more familiar narratives of world
war i world war ii and the cold war in the usa
Revolutionary World 2013-02-15 estonia latvia and lithuania are often grouped
together as the baltic states but these three eastern european countries tied
together historically are quite different although each is struggling to find
its place within europe and fighting to preserve its own identity the idea of
the baltic states is a façade in this book aldis purs dispels the myth of a
single coherent baltic identity presenting a radical new view of the region
baltic façades illuminates the uniqueness of these three countries and locates
them within the larger context of european history also revealing the
similarities they share with the rest of the continent he also examines the
anxiety the people of estonia latvia and lithuania feel about their own
identities and how others see them giving equal weight to developments in
politics economics and social and cultural trends he places contemporary events
in a longer perspective than traditional cold war inspired views of the region
tracing the countries under soviet rule after the end of world war ii through
their declarations of independence in the early 1990s and their admission to
the european union in 2004 baltic façades is an enlightening look at these
three separate though related eastern european countries
Monet, Tchaikovsky, Zola, and the World They Made 1997-02-10 人間は つねに 自己と他者をカテゴラ
イズする その最も手近なカテゴリーが人種とジェンダーだ 世紀末のヨーロッパでは 医学や生物学のデータでさえ ユダヤ人を特異化し 差別化した 科学者として同時代
の知を共有し ユダヤ人として差別に苦しんだフロイト その葛藤が 抑圧の理論として フロイトの心理学を生みだした 豊富な資料で描く精神分析学誕生の現場
Ararat in America 2020-05-26 a must read financial history for investors
navigating today s volatile global markets following an unprecedented economic
boom fed by foreign investment the russian revolution triggered the largest
sovereign default in history in bankers and bolsheviks hassan malik tells the
story of this boom and bust chronicling the experiences of leading financiers
of the day as they navigated one of the most lucrative yet challenging markets
of the first modern age of globalization he reveals how a complex web of
factors from government interventions to competitive dynamics and cultural
influences drove a large inflow of capital during this tumultuous period this
gripping book demonstrates how the realms of finance and politics of bankers
and bolsheviks grew increasingly intertwined and how investing in russia became
a political act with unforeseen repercussions
Baltic Facades 2023-09-15 russian liberalism charts the development of liberal
ideas and political organizations in russia as well as the implementation of
liberal reforms by the russian and soviet governments at various points in time
paul robinson s comprehensive survey covers the entire period from the late
eighteenth century to the present day robinson demonstrates that liberalism has
always lacked strong roots in the russian population being largely espoused by
a narrow group of intellectuals whose culture it has reflected and has tended
toward a form of historical determinism that sees russia as destined to become
like the west many see the current political struggle between russia and the
west as being in part a conflict between the liberal west and an illiberal
russia by explaining the historical causes of liberalism s failure in that
country russian liberalism offers an understanding of a significant aspect of
contemporary international affairs after putin s february 2022 invasion of
ukraine understanding russian political thought is a matter of considerable
importance
フロイト・人種・ジェンダー
Bankers and Bolsheviks
Russian Liberalism
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